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For Everyoneʼ s Smile

CSR Lecture At The prestigious
University of Leicester in the UK
Aderans was invited officially for a special lecture by the prestigious University of
Leicester in the UK, where Japanese royal family Prince Masako Akishinomiya had
learned, for the first time as a Japanese enterprise.
On 23 August 2016, our CSR

Green Forest, a customer centric

department officer Mutsuo Minowa

eco-cycle” , “Wig gif ts for

gave a lecture to MBA students at

children ” , and “Enter tainment

the University of Leicester for the

wigs ” .

first time as a Japanese enterprise.

At the latter half of the lecture,

The first half of the lecture was

Lynn Harris, the president of Aderans

about our strategic CSR. It started

UK, talked about “strategic CSR in

from a historical verification of the

the UK” . Such as wig technical sup-

Three-Way-Good from Omi Mer-

port “My New Hair” by charismatic

c h a n t s p h i l o s o p h y. M i n o w a

hairstylist Trevor Sorbie MBE, and

explained our case study of “Deliv-

wig gift for Olympic gold medalist

ering smiles” commitment, such as

Mrs. Joanna Rowsell, who suffered

“Hospital hair salon” , “Fontaine

from alopecia.

Our “Strategic CSR” was Recognized Globally
Even Professor Wagner Sigmont, who was in
charge of this lecture, was very pleased with the
content and the atmosphere in the classroom to
the extent that we received a request for the next
lecture. We also received a number of questions
proactively from students. By answering them
politely, the lecture achieved a great deal of
excitement. This was the moment that our
commitment of “strategic
CSR, which comes together
with business” was evaluated globally.

Minowa, Executive Officer, giving a lecture

Lynn Harris, the president of Aderans UK, giving a lecture

Mutsuo Minowa

Prof. Wagner

The University of Leicester

In August 2013, Professor Wagner of the University
of Leicester in the UK, who is famous in CSR
research, showed interest in our CSR . He visited
our company for research and had interview with
the chairman, Nemoto.

The University of Leicester was founded in 1921,
and it is located in middle of England in Leicester
city in the UK. Despite the relatively small scale,
the university has been recognized as one of the
best learning institutions in the UK by researches
and especially high-level education.

I attended as one of the special students. In
front of talented people of the world, it was a
very understandable and enthusiastic lecture.
I understand more deeply that those international and continuous efforts are the best way
to pervade business ethics and CSR.
Yukinori Okabe

Executive
Officer
Aderans Co.,
Ltd.
Executive Officer,
Deputy Senior Executive Manager, Overseas Business Group,
General Manager, North American Area Department,
CSR Promotion Department

Kanazawa Institute of Technology
Academic Foundation Programs
Associate professor

T h e F i r s t Ye a r o f G l o b a l C S R

Masaaki Furukawa
Aderans Co., Ltd.
Director, Senior Executive Officer,
Senior Executive Manager,
Overseas Business Group
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In order to grow globally and permanently, trust from the society is essential. To
gain the trust from customers and society,
we believe that it is very important to take
CSR initiatives. Through initiatives such
as “Social and regional contribution”,
“Safety and security for customers”,
“Commitment to the environment”, and
“Academic and cultural activities”, we
deliver the significance of CSR to the em-

ployees at global subsidiaries of Aderans. We will continue to deliver our
variety of corporate values to the world,
starting form CSR. This year will be
regarded as the first Global CSR year, as
we set up a global business front office.
As a total hair solution enterprise, we
will take socially valuable initiatives
with pride and good faith, and continue
to realize a good company.

Our New “Activities with Social Values”
The Aderans group has developed and expanded “activities with social values” . These
activities with core business are our Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR). Since CSR
project started 2011, we have grown new activities and various collaborations.
Aderans Efforts at Kumamoto Earthquake
We would like to offer our
sincere sympathy to the people

Our Related Store in the Affect-

pray for early reconstruction and

ed Area

health of the people affected by the

living in the regions hit by Ku-

Due to the impact of the earth-

mamoto earthquake since 14

quake, some of our stores in disas-

Our company will continue to

April 2016.

ter areas had been closed tempo-

keep in touch with the affected

rary, but reopened afterwards.

areas and support them depending

From the bottom of our hearts, we

on the situation of the earthquake.

Emergency Relief Supplies
In April 2016, we delivered
our hair care products as emergency relief supplies to the
disaster areas, a total of 2,028
items that can keep the scalp
and hair clean without water.

earthquake.

[Relief Supplies]
AD&F Care Water: 1,008 items
This product can remove dirt by spraying it
on hair and scalp, and wiping with towel.
AD&F Ice Tonic: 1,020 items
This product can suppress dandruff and
itching by spraying the scalp and wiping
with a towel.

C o o p e r a t i o n w i t h N P O J H DAC
Aderans has been sympathet-

after receiving a request from

who need t hem along wit h

ic to NPO Japan Hair Donation

JHDAC, we started collaborat-

Kom a ch i Ce nt e r Co., Lt d ,

& Charity (JHDAC) activities

ing in making new wigs. We

which is a long-established wig

that provide wigs for free to the

strive to provide speedy and

manufacturing and sales com-

children who need them due to

high quality wigs for children

pany founded in 1925.

illness. As part of our CSR

Mr. Watanabe, second from the left

Mr. Iwasaki, second from the left

The encounter with Aderans as the world
number one wig enterprise and JHDAC as the
provider of free full order wigs for the children suffering from hair loss was fruitful and
led to “Producing Onewig by Aderans”. We
have great expectations that, in the future, we
can provide more wigs to many children generously due to our high quality tailor-made
wig production know-how.
Kiichi Watanabe

Our relationship with JHDAC began with
an introduction by our acquaintance several
years ago. Struck by the passion of secretary
general Mr. Watanabe, we have developed
and offered special specification wigs since
them. This time, through Aderans’ participation, the largest wig company, we can
produce wigs faster and expect to see more
children smile.
Takatoshi Iwasaki

JHDAC
Head director

Komachi Center Co.,Ltd
President

activities, we started to corporate with JHDAC in 2015.
Since March 2015, we provide Aderans Salon with a full
private room. As a support
location for those who wish to
have wigs, we measure their
required size (head size measurement), and hand over the
finished product. In addition,
we support aftercare by offering shampoo and gray-hair cut
service at discounted prices.
Starting from April 2016,
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“Aggressive CSR” and “Defensive CSR”
Since the launch of the CSR department in 2011, we have been promoting “aggressive CSR”
that was integrated with the business to penetrate rapidly within the company. In 2016, we
welcomed risk management expert professor Kazuhiko Takano from Kansai University as an
external board member. We will work to further the promotion of “Defensive CSR”.
Approach for Global Compliance
The brand boasts a cognition rate

opment i n t he f ut u re, we a re

of 98% of in Japan, and it would

required to increase our efforts in

not be an exaggeration to say that

global compliance.

“Aderans” is a “national brand” .

It is important, for effective com-

The society is expecting “national

pliance, to build an open corporate

brand = trustworthy enterprise” .

culture and workplace where em-

Up to now, we have responded to

ployees can work with high moti-

social expectations with sincerity.

vation.

Currently, our Group has grown

For further development of our

into a global enterprise developing

group, let us build a company that

business all over the world in 17

continuously meets the society’ s

countries. In order to further devel-

expectations.

The vice dean and Professor / PhD (Law) of Kansai University Faculty of Social Security Sciences / Graduate School of Social Security
Sciences. Benesse Holdings, Inc., Professor of Graduate School of Nagoya University of Commerce & Business (MBA), Associate Professor and Professor of Kansai University Faculty of Social Security Sciences / Graduate School of Social Security Sciences, and current
position. Holds an additional official position such as external member of Kansai Electronic Power Management audit committee, Councilor
of Benesse Foundation for Children, Director of Japan Society for Business Ethics, Auditor of The Information Network Law Association,
Director of Association of Certified Business Ethics Experts Japan, Councilor of Japan Risk Management Society, Director of Social Risk
Management Learned Society, and Related organizations Liaison Committee chairman of Takatsuki Consumer Education Promotion
Program. In May 2016, he was appointed as an external director of Aderans Co., Ltd.

Kazuhiko Takano

Aderans Co., Ltd. Outside Director
Our “Three-Way-Good Manage-

pany superior, subordinate, col-

ment” is pursuing social satisfac-

league, and business partner - are

tion through Employee Satisfaction

all your customers, your actions

(ES), Customer Satisfaction (CS),

will lead to their joy and satisfac-

and Corporate Social Responsibili-

tion. In addition, there will be no

ty (CSR). By deriving from the

sexual or power harassment, but

meaning of active challenges, we

gratitude feelings in their hearts for

describe “Aggressive ECSR”. The

each other.

key word to pursue this challenge

These feelings for customers and

is “Whoever You Meet is Your

ou r g roups shou ld lea d to a n

Customer”.

increase in sales. Let’ s achieve

This means that if you consider

aggressive ECSR with the slogan

the person whoever you meet - not

of “Whoever You Meet is Your

only customers but also your com-

Customer”.

While working at Shiseido Japan Co., Ltd., he launched the CSR department, which achieved the most advanced activity in Japan under the
Chairman Fukuhara. In 1999, he resigned from Shiseido and moved to Surugadai University. Further, he won the Ansoff Award Special literature
prize due to his “Marketing Ethics”. As an external member of Seibu Holdings “Corporate Ethics Committee”, he supported business ethics and
contributed to re-listing. Currently, as a CSR leader in Japan, he is in the key position of the vice president of the Japan Society Business Ethics,
and vice president of Japan Association of Performance Excellence. In May 2015, he was inaugurated as an external board member at Aderans.
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W h o e v e r Yo u M e e t i s
Yo u r C u s t o m e r

Junichi Mizuo

Aderans Co., Ltd. Outside Director

47th National Skill Competition
To meet customer needs for hair, Aderans takes “After Service” as a big deal.
Among them, we consider “Skill” as an important factor. We hold “National Skill
Competition” where Aderans hairdressers compete to showcase their “Skill”.

“Aderans National Sk ill

With increasing wig demand

Custom-made wigs will be

Competition” is a tournament

over the years, this tournament

made to have a natural finish by

that chooses one person in

i s held for t he pu r p o s e of

taking advantage of

“Barber Department”

increasing improvement, which

cu stomer’ s ow n hai r, a nd

and ”Beauty Department” who

is the company’ s strength due

mixing the wig and hair along

ha s t he h ig hest tech n ique

to its “technical capabilities”.

its boundar y. So it requires

among barbers and hairdress-

All of our service staff pro-

expertise to cut, blow, and style.

ers from the workers of Ader-

viding hairdressing, mainte-

It is important to put into con-

ans shops (In January 2016, we

nance, and after service at our

sideration the process of merg-

had 1,478 workers).

salons are licensed cosmetology

ing human hair and wigs, and

All shops are divided into 11

technicians. At Aderans and

the production instructions (mix

areas, and each one held pre-

Ladies’ Aderans salons, we are

of bristle material, choosing

liminaries to elect 22 people

focusing on custom-made wigs

base, and instruction of plant

from barbers and hairdressers.

that align with each personal

a m o u n t) t h a t w i l l c r e a t e

In the final tournament in Feb-

head shape, hai r t y pe, and

h ig h- qu alit y w igs t hat a re

r u a r y, t he w i n ne r s of t he

length.

excellent in color and texture.

“Ba rber Depa r t ment ” a nd
“Beauty Department” were

In the future, we will expand

s el e c t e d a m o n g t h o s e 2 2

our business to Fontaine, which

people.
[47th Aderans National Skill Competition] Overview
Date
[Final] February 2016
[Preliminary] July to October 2015
Qualified Candidate
Enrolled in Aderans,
Working in Aderans / Ladies’ Aderans,
Having a qualified cosmetology license.
Selection
All shops are divided into 11 areas, and each area holds preliminaries to elect 22 people from barbers and hairdressers. In the
final tournament, the winner of “Barber Department” and
“Beauty Department” will be selected from among those 22
people.
Judge
Nobuo Nemoto: CEO, Representative Director, Chairman and
President
Yoshihiro Tsumura: COO, Representative Director, Executive
Vice President
35 in-house juries, plus Fontaine exclusive hair producer
Michio Nozawa; in total, 36 juries.

Glamorous and High Design
This time, I felt wig potentiality is expanding
to incorporate a lot of works of cyber hair and
gorgeous design. It was an honor that we could
Shigeru Yoshimura

hold this competition.

Aderans Co., Ltd.
General Manager,
Education and Training Department
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CSR Activities at Production Sites
In order to deliver high-quality products to customers, Aderans Group has product factories in
three countries namely Thailand, Philippines, and Laos. The company has an integrated system
for production and sales, and about 3,500 employees are engaged in wig production. This time,
let us explore the ready-made wig production site at a Thailand factory in our CSR review.

Manufacturing Process of Ready-Made Wig
It involves dying dozens of
colors, cutting hair length, proceeding to the curling process to
make curls and waves according
to item number and style.

Fiber

1

2

Dyeing
3

Weft
Curling

4

Cap

5

Set the cap for planting hair, according to item number and style.

Eﬀorts at wig production sites

CSR Procurement by Artificial Hair 1

Use Safe and Secure Material

To avoid excessive human hair procure-

For c u s t ome r s a fe t y, we d o not u s e

We procure and use soft water because

ment, Aderans has developed and pro-

carcinogenic dye materials. For adhesive

hard water contains a lot of minerals, such

duced artificial hair which is not inferior

glue, we u se hu ma n-f r iend ly a nd

as calcium and magnesium, that makes

to human hair. While general wigs are

high-quality substances. In the production

wigs degrade. Further, used water from

m a d e b y h u m a n h a i r, A d e r a n s h a s

process, we avoid the use of dangerous

the dying process is treated by the envi-

embarked on artificial hair research since

pi n s or g lue, a nd we t a ke exc el le nt

ronmentally friendly high-performance

1983 and commercialized these products.

approaches for work safety.

purification system.

Requires Skilled Technique
Wig hair plantation takes 15-32 hours to

5

7

Thorough Quality Control

9

We ensure safety and security thoroughly

3

11

Water Management

2

Packing to be Taken Care Of

8

10

The packing process is classified in terms

produce one wig by hand. This work has

for our customers in manufacturing with

of a product and its style. For example, a

also led to employment opportunities for

verification based on quality management

product with curl has to be turned over to

physically challenged people at local site.

provisions and by foreign material con-

prevent a false shape. Further. humidity

It is one of the workplaces that skilled

tamination conferment on metal detec-

makes products shapeless easily, so we

staff can play an active part and become

tors. When there is an incident of product

put a dehumidifying agent in the wig. We

the highly stable work environment.

problems, we have traceability systems

also treat our products carefully when

that can identify the occurrence spot.

packing to avoid damage.
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Production sites supports high-quality products
The Thailand factory is the major production base.
To maintain a stable product quality, we obtained
ISO9001 and ISO14001 (international environmental management standard). In addition, we
continue the following environmental friendly
activities:
1. Prevention of water pollution caused by industrial wastewater
2. Prevention of air pollution in factory
3. Safety disposal of industrial waste
4. Effective use of limited resources
5. Improvement of labor environment in factory

A nnual ready-made w ig
production at The Thailand
factory(2015)

The numbers of local staff
(as of Aug. 2016)

-For Japan/Asia
173,630

Thailand
Aderans Thai., Ltd.
World Quality Co., Ltd.

-For Europe/Other
326,932

Laos
Aderans Lao Co., Ltd
Lao Quality Sole., Ltd

6

Ventilation

Post

Wash and dry planted wig.
After this process, cut its
hair to adjust length.

8

Washing

9

Community activities at our Thailand factory
Recycling of Parts

TO BE NUMBER ONE

To utilize the waste generated in making

We are supporting TO BE NUMBER ONE (heart

wigs, we are working on a variety of proto-

of friends community) activity that the royal high-

types, such as artificial f lower, car wiper,

ness U bolratana Rajakanya has promoted. It

cushion, and sandal. Currently, we present

involves:

artificial flowers to the local retirees. Also,
we sell waste to recyclers and plant trees in
factory area depending on its revenue.

1,258

Philippines
Aderans Philippines, Inc. 1,485

Then, plant hair to its base and
adjust its amount by interval and
plantation number. Also, make
more hair flow while conducting
this process.

7

686
207

- Publicity campaign for the circle of drug eradication
in collaboration with Buriram province
- Community activities on Global Nature Day,
Children's Day, and Senior Citizen's Day
- Support activities at time of disaster

Wig Donation to Thailand Hospital
At the Thailand factory, we donate new prototype
wigs to the local hospital. In the past, we discarded prototype wigs because of operational issues,
but since 2012, the challenge has been solved so
that we can donate to Thailand hospital.

Finishing

10

Packing

11

Deliver

Products that pass
quality checks are
packed and delivered
to each country and
company depending on
product type.
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Worldwide Efforts
“For Everyone’ s Smile”, our CSR activities, are also undertaken at the overseas subsidiaries
of the Aderans Group in 17 countries, linked with the efforts being made in Japan.

Benelux(Belgium, Netherlands)

N UJ IJ Fou nd at ion for
Supporting Cancer Patients
and Fam i ly
Lenny Van Zundato, the shop manager of Francie-hair
Boutique in Aderans Benelux B.V., established NU JIJ
(NOW YOU) foundation in 2012 after suffering from
cancer, and she has been active in the foundation.

Smile for the Suffering Patients
I have suffered from breast cancer since 2004 and due to the treatment
experience, I wanted to help people who are under similar circumstances. During my chemo treatment, I went to Francie shop, where I
am working right now, and introduced a wig at that time. After that
chance, I thought of introducing wigs for cancer patients. I obtained a
cosmetology license, started working at Francie, and I've been working to support cancer patients in day-to-day life. Four years ago, I
established the NUJIJ (NOW YOU) foundation to support cancer
patients and their families. Having obtained sponsorship from Aderans
Benelux, Inc. and other companies, we are offering events for people
in the painful situation of struggling with disease so that they can
spend great time with their families and regain their smile.

Lenny Van Zundato

Aderans Benelux B.V.
Shop manager of Francie-hair Boutique

About NU JIJ(NOW YOU) foundation
It provides mental care support programs for cancer patients and their
families to recover their similes and to be special day.
[examples of support programs]
-massage
-cosmetic treatment
-pedicure
-manicure
-hair make-up / care
-workshops for flower arrangement, candle, or drawing
-drive tour of tourist spots in local regions
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Laos

"Savan nak het Fac tor y" i n Laos
Aderans established the Laos

Since Laos people can understand

tion can create new employment.

"Savannakhet Factory" in 2015, and

Thai language, we can educate

At the end of 2017, 3,000 employ-

it is operational.

them on wig skill, which has been

ees are to be hired in the entire

cultivated more than 20 years in

region. We aim to make an ideal

Thailand.

factory environment by creating

This factor y was introduced
during a feature on the Japanese
economic TV program. In that fea-

In addition, the factory's opera-

new jobs in Laos.

ture, custom-made wigs were introduced as a su r pr isi ng Japanese-style manufacturing that was
taking advantage of the hand dexterity of Laos people. All the staff
who came to this interview from
the TV station were very surprised
by the high motivation and detailed
work from factory employees. They
commented "Custom-made wig is
the artwork that is packed with a
Japanese traditional technique".
USA

Donation for the American
Bre a st Cancer Fou nd at ion

Pay It For ward

Bosley donates part of its revenue to the American

Impressed by the movie "Pay It Forward", we are pro-

Breast Cancer Foundation. From 2015, by changing do-

moting our own hair club volunteer activity that will

nation from certain amount of money to sales percent-

spread kindness by expanding feeling of gratitude

age at Pink Ribbon month, employee awareness was

instead of returning kindness afterwards when we

intensified and they became active.

receive.

Ha i r Club For K ids

Stick mark at their off ice
door to i ndicate absence
when volunteer is off for
vacation.

We present wigs to children who suffer from hair loss from the age of 6 to 17 years old.
Aderans has been promoting "Love Charity" to be useful in the society by taking advantage
of our strength. Since 1992, we have continuously supported the same aspirational activity
by providing wigs for more than 20 years.
Aderans CSR Topics 2016
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Our CSR
To achieve healthy and lasting corporate growth, with the trust of
customer and society, the Aderans Group has developed and expanded “activities with social values” . These activities with core
business are our Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR).

CSR by integrating with core business

Our CSR
Our CSR is defining CSR as integrating with
business : The purpose of CSR is “To achieve
healthy and lasting corporate growth” .
We def ined CSR as the driver of cor porate
grow th. Our activities are based on taking
advantage of our strengths in society.

CSR for Value Creation
Responsibilities

Customer Satisfaction for Customer
Compliance

Basic
Responsibilities
for Society

Typical Activities in Our CSR
Comfort and Safty for Customer

Social and Regional Contributions
In 1978, we started “the Love
Charity”. Over 35 years, we have
provided custom-made wigs to
children aged 4 to 15 who have lost
their hair due to sickness or injury.
The underlying concept of this
campaign is to prevent the physical
trauma of hair loss from becoming
an emotional scar.

We have provided supportive care
for patients who lost their hairs due
to the anticancer drug treatment at
in-hospital hair salons. All shops
are barrier-free so patients can
come in wheelchairs, and installed
with mobile salon chairs in consideration of patient conditions.

Environmental Efforts
In 2009, we started unique green
campaign, named "Fontaine Green
Forest Campaign," to plant trees on
mountains in Japan through the
environmental communication
company “Tuvalu-Forest Corporation”. We have run this campaign
seven times and have contributed
to the planting of more than 1,000
trees in total.
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Academic and Cultural Activities

Photo: Toho Co., Ltd.

We have contributed the wig culture in Japan. Our original wigs
for the performing arts have been
used in various theaters, movies,
TVs and concerts. The culture
and entertainment department at
Aderans is called “Studio AD”, a
group of experts in wig and hair
and makeup.

What’ s new on our CSR
Volunteer for Wheelchair Rust Cleaning
Staff at "Komorebi" at the Red
Cross Wakayama Medical Center
was searching for something to
do for their customers. They volunteered to remove wheelchair
rust, a process that resulted in
polishing 80 units of wheelchairs
in about 7 months. (November
2014 to June 2015)

Wig Fashion Show at Nursing Home
In nursing homes, we are supporting a fashion show that uses
wigs. In October 2014, in collaboration with Medical Corporation Association Ishibashi Clinic
(Headquarter: Himeji, Hyogo),
we held a wig fashion show for
daycare service customers.

Collaboration with NPO Sakura Namiki Network
We will expand our "Fontaine
Green Forest Campaign". By
taking advantage of Aderans
strength, our nationwide sales
office, we are planning to expand
our support for environmental
conservation all over Japan.From
2016, we started supporting the
NPO Sakura Namiki Network.

Launch of Organic Certified Products
"Scalp Guard Orgarich" is ECOCERT, world standard organic
certification institute, certified
product launched in 2016. We
adopted materials that aim for a
recycle-oriented society in both
components and package. However, we do not use genetic modification for plant component.

Expansion of Paris Fashion Wig to Japan
"Any D'avray" is the fashion wig
brand in Aderans France, which
has received overwhelming support from women in the country.
We launched its brand shop in
Japan in 2015 and we will popularize that classy and elegant wig
in Japan, which is loved by celebrities across the world.

Mr. Michio Nozawa for Fontaine Exclusive Hair Producer
Mr. Michio Nozawa is known for
beauty charisma called "Master
of Match". Also, he has attracted
a wide range of support from
celebrities. In the future, we will
make more fashionable and
joyous wig proposals.

Support for Mrs. Chika Omae, the Cellist
Mrs. Chika Omae is a successful
cellist as well as gastronome. We
started supporting her wigs and
hairpiece for her concerts and
cooking classes. Also, we sponsored her father as well as painter
Mr. Hiroshi Omae's exhibition.

Co-resarch with Achademic Institute
We are in cooperation with academic institutions such as the
University of Tokyo, Osaka University, Tokyo Institute of Technology, and Oita University.
With Oita University, we do joint
research on the "Suppression of
hair loss caused by anti-cancer
drug treatment".

Aderans CSR Topics 2016
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About this cover image
Saren Nagata's works have been very popular among many
females because of the integrity of words and the richness of
colors. A sense of freedom is also created in her calligraphies by
going beyond the traditions. She has made works for covers of
Aderans’ newsletters, calendars and also the cover of this booklet.

Saren Nagata
Calligrapher

Since April 2014, Aderans Group has participated in the United Nations
Global Compact. To meet its principles,Aderans Group takes advantages of
the strength to tackle social problems as a role of a globally integrated
enterprise that contribute widely to society. Our challenge is to create a
more sustainable society.

株式会社アデランス

東京都新宿区荒木町 13 番地 4
住友不動産四谷ビル 6 階・7 階

Aderans Co., Ltd.

Sumitomo Fudosan Yotsuya Building 6F, 7F,
13-4 Araki-cho, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160-0007

グローバル CSR 広報部

Global CSR &
Corporate Communications Department

TEL: 03-3350-3542
E-mail: csr@aderans.com
URL: http://www.aderans.co.jp/corporate/english/csr/

